Detailed Example for FNWKxx and FNWKde: „complete“
We illustrate the bilingual FrameNet extension on the FrameNet Sense with Lexical-Unit ID 11352. The information from FNWKxx and FNWKde is extracted from the provided resource files.

FrameNet Sense 11352:
- **ID:** 11352
- **Lemma:** complete
- **POS:** verb
- **FrameNet frame:** Activity_finish
- **FrameNet gloss:** finish making or doing
- **FrameNet examples:**
  1. Research COMPLETED recently, funded by ESRC, indicated that marketing is the most poorly managed part of the innovation process in high technology small firms.
  2. When an edge is COMPLETED then any partial edge immediately preceding it in the chart is examined to see if the newly completed edge is required for completion.
  3. The 17-year-old has already COMPLETED one course of 10 lessons.
  4. Neil has recently COMPLETED an „A“ level course in Art at his local college and is an enthusiastic painter.
  5. ...

FNWKxx on the example of „complete“
FrameNet sense 11352 is aligned to the English Wiktionary sense 4654:0:1. We extract the following additional information:
- **Wiktionary Sense ID:** 4654:0:1
- **Wiktionary gloss:** To finish; to make done; to reach the end.
- **Wiktionary examples:** He completed the assignment on time.
- **Wiktionary syntactic subcategorization:** transitive
- **Wiktionary translations:**
  1. أكمل ar
  2. انتهى ar
  3. 完成 zh
  4. dokončit cs
  5. voltooien nl
  6. kompleti eo
  7. loppu fi
  8. saada fi
  9. suorittaa fi
  10. valmiiksi fi
  11. accomplir fr
  12. fertigmachen de
FNWKde on the example of „complete“

FrameNet sense 11352 is aligned to the German Wiktionary sense 132693:0:1. We extract the following additional information:

- **Wiktionary Sense ID:** 132693:0:1
- **Lemma:** fertigmachen
- **POS:** verb
- **Wiktionary gloss:** {{ugs.|,}} etwas fertigmachen: in einen fertigen Zustand bringen
- **Wiktionary examples:** Ich muss den Bericht bis morgen noch fertigmachen.
- **Wiktionary synonyms:** beenden, zuende führen, abschließen, vollenden
- **Wiktionary label colloquial**